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ABSTRACT

I t is shown, for a cer ta in c lass of supersymnetrie t h e o r i e s , t ha t i f

supersj-xaetry i s unbroken in the t r e e approximation then i t remains unbroken

vhen the cne-locp quantum correct ions are included. We use a simple model t o

i l l u s t r a t e the above theorem and also to demonstrate that at l e a s t some of the

aiassless scalars rfhieh plague supersymmetry theor ies are pseudo-Goldstone bosons.
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li IHTRODUCTIOiT

There has been much recent interest in the idea that there exists a

fundamental symmetry between bosons and fermions, or "supersymmetry" as it

has become knovn in the literature . One of the remarkable features of

such theories is that they tend to have very precise structures vith very

little of the freedom normally associated vith gauge theories. It is there-

fore much more difficult to "fix up" a superBymmetrie theory to agree vith

experiment (which is of course to be welcomed) but, at the same time,many of

the models vhich have been investigated fail for purely technical rather than

experimental reasons.

In this paper ve intend to investigate, using a simple model as an

example, tvo fundamental problems vhich have been encountered so far. KrBtly,

one obvious feature of supersymmetric theories is that since there is little

evidence of any degeneracy between fermions and bosons in nature, supersymmetry

must be broken and,preferably,the breaking should be spontaneous; In general

this is not easy to achieve, since, although spontaneous eupersynmetry breaking

has been shovn possible for theories containing & local U(l) gauge invariliuse

(Payet and Iliopoulos 1971*), one cannot simply add the appropriate

Kiggs scalars since each vould carry vith it an entire eupersymmetry multiplet.

A number of authors (Fujikawa and Lang 1975, Brovne et al. 1975) havS .

investigated, at least tentatively, the possibility that although Buper1

symmetry is unbroken in the tree approximation, it might be broken vhen the
2

one-loop quantum corrections are taken into account via the effective potential

In fact one can prove a theorem vhich implies that all such investigations

vill be fruitless; at least if they are only taken up to the one-loop

approximation.

A Becond feature of superBymetry theories is that vhen the classical

potential is minimized, the minimum is often degenerate, leading to the other-

vise unheralded appearance of massless scalars. It is tempting to call these

particles "pseudo-Goldstone bosons". By this term we mean the massless

scalars which arise, according to Goldstone's theorem, when the potential is in-

variant under some group G vhich is larger than the group G vhich leaves

the whole Lagrangian invariant (Weinberg 1973). In the simple model vhich

ve give in this paper it is possible to identify both ;the groups G and G .

In general one woula expect such scalars to acquire a mass when the one-loop

quantum corrections are taken into account. However, as we shall see,thie is
3)not true in unbroken supersymmetry theories
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We think i t i s easier to give first a model demonstrating the kind of
problems that sriae and then to go to the general theorems. Thus the scheme
of this paper is that in See.II we outline a siEple model and in Sec.Ill
calculate i t s one-loop effective potential. In Sec.IV we shov vhy pseudo-
Goldstone particles appear in this theory. Sec.V is devoted to explaining
vhy in any theory in vhich supersymmetry is unbroken in the tree approximation,

tiie one-loop effective potential cannot provide masses for any pseudo-Goldstone
bosons that aav he present. We also draw the readers' attention to Appx.A,
vhere,using "supergraphs" (Capper 1975a, Delbourgo 1975), we give a very concise
jiroof that , in an unbroken supersyEmetrie theory, multiloop graphs with e.ny
nuriber of moment unless scalar external lines are identically zero.

2 - ' J '

vhich enables the Lagrsngian (2.l) to he rewritten in the more familiar

form:. 5)

4-

I I . THE MODEL

The easiest way to generate supersyimnetry theories is to use the
technique of superfields. Rather than explain the notation yet again, we refer
the reader to the review paper of Salam and Strathdee (1975a) and here merely
note that superfields depend both on ordinary space-time (x) and a Majorana
apinor (6) . The Lagrangian we wish to consider is invariant under local U(l)
gauge transformations and is given by

(2.1)

plus the usual gauge field kinetic terms, t and $ are a pair of independent

charged singletB vhich transform under the U(l) gauge transformations as

It)
vhere

CS.5)

(2.6)

(2.2)

E and E are coupling constants and V is a gauge superfield which for a

particular gauge (Wess and Zumino 197M can be written in terms of component

fields A y W , Ux) and D(x) as

3.J1

j-
I 6

(2.3)

The charges fields can likewise be expressed in terms of component fields
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On solving for the aixiliary fields V± and D , the tree approximation,
VQ , to the effective potential (v) is given by

•where

D = -Z - ,

The absolute minim™ of V is given by

(£.7)

(2.8)

(£.9)



Thus supersymmetry is unbroken (<D> = 0 = <F + >) and the ratio of A+ to
A is undetermined in spite of the Sfi term in the Lagraugian, Eq.(2.5)
(see Apps.B), Since the degeneracy is due to V- being invariant under
3 rather than G , there is an infinity of physically ineciuivalent vacuums
and in such circumstances one usually hopes that the one-loop corrections
will pick out the correct vacuum (Coleman and Weinberg 1973, Weinberg 1973).
He now turn our attention to the evaluation of these quantum corrections.

III. THE OEE-LOOF QUANTUM CCOTTHIBUTIONS TO THE EFFECErVE POTEHTIAL

The calculation of the effective potential proceeds more or less in

the Btandard way (Colenan and Weinberg 1973). HDwever, since the calculation

presented here is the prototype fox much more complicated calculations, ve

show in some detail how to avoid the worst of the algebra. A considerable

simplification is achieved by choosing the Landau gauge 9 V • 0, which

results in the vector and scalar sectors effectively decoupling. It is

convenient to rewrite the complex fields A+ in terms of real fields A.

and A. , viz.

A « —

(3-1)

(3.2)

In order to start from the correct ground state,we define new fields via

A., - A., + a^ , (3.3)

(3-1*)
i i i

where &i and s.^ are determined (although not uniquely) by the minimum

of the classical potential, i.e.

(3.5)

In terms of these shifted fields the potential V reads:

(3.6)
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To determine the scalar masses

terms in from VQ and

must to %$( is to extract the bilinear

the ^.|Bjjyaiues of t^« Wts matrix. Ifi.

general. however, i t is well worthwhile lirjclng t a ^ick out f t r i t any combinations
of the fields corresponding to a massleai particle. [This approach becomes
particularly valuable in more complicated calculations such ae that given by
Capper (1975c).] Defining

(3.7)

(3.6)

(3.9)

(.3.10)

ve can Bee that 0, and x 2 correspond to massless fields since the bilinear

terms in V- are of the form

where

a+ » "p; (^ + ia2) , (3.11)

a_ • — (a^ + ia^) . (3.12)

I t is nov t r iv ia l to find the remaining masses which are given by

4 « ag2 [|.J2 + |aj2) . (3.13)

The part of the Lagrangian bilinear in the vector fi«ld is
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•from which the mass i s given lay

m2. (3-15)

One can aee from Eqs.{3.5), (3.13} and (3-11*) that the vacuums are indeed
physically inenuivalent, To determine the temi.cn masses i t is convenient

r
to define 'a new field, i|i , such that

— T
t3.l6)

where C is the charge conjugation matrix. We thereby obtain

C3.17)

where

C3.18)

which gives rise to a Dirac spinor with a mess given by

(3.19)

together with a (msssless) two-ccaiponeirt spinor. The Coleman-Weinoerg formula
(Coleman and Weinberg 19T3) tel ls us that 7, , the one-loop contributinii
to the effective potential, is given by

(3-20)

- 7 -

' TXT' W ~* Wf i « - W

where the summation is over all the different particle masses M/j)-
correspondlng to spin J . Substitution of theaassee given by Eqs.(3.13),
(3.15) and (3.19) into V gives in fart

V l - (3.21)

This is an example of a theorem,discussed in more detail in Eec.V, which states
that if supersymmetry is unbroken in the tree approximation then i t remains
unbroken at the one-loop level. This aoes not mean that there are no one-loop
quantum corrections, since the imposition of the classical field equations
( i .e . Eq_.(3.5)) implies that we are only looking along the direction of the
pseudo-Goldstone fields . In general, if we do not impose the classical
field equations, the vector and fermion masses are as given in E^s-CS-l1*) and
(3.19), but the scalar masses are given by

2

snd the solutions of

d , (3.22)

where

a = -e-e(Ma*laJ2) (3.ait)

As can be seen, except for d • 0 (which was considered above), the
»> mi_j_ 4^ t * -uw A^^AA-t-Ay3 a e - t j j e g r o u p 3

V invariant is non-compact (see Sec.IV).
ptitential is complex " . This is to be expected,ae the g
leaves V invariant is non-compact (see Sec.IV). Since G (the group
which leaves the whola Lagrangian invariant) is_ compact,it is not clear whether
the features of a complex potential and degenerate minima voiald .persiBt
if a noa-pertvirbative approach were used.

IV. GOLBSTONE AND PSEUDO-GOLDSTQHE BOSOMS

In order to determine the pseudo-Goldstone bosons i t is best to

consider the scalar part of the Lagrangian as dependent on the four real
fields, ^ ,

as a matrix

( r a t h e r than A+ and A_), and t o w r i t e t h e s e

-3 -



(U.l)

By making a suitable phase change on the original A+ fields, the phase of a.±

can be absorbed Cat least in the purely scalar part of the Lagrangianl. Thus

the vacuum, vhicn is defined by the minimum of VQ , is given by

where

+ g (a2 - h2) - 0 .

VQ , in terns of the real fields, is given by

and in clearly invariant under the group S0C2,2j. A h x k matrix represent-

ation of the generators of this group is given by

t

-I

I

-I

\

0-

/
(fc.5)

Ctoldstone'a theorem
Q\

tells us that if 7 Q isQ under a group 3

wtth H generators and some subgroup of 5 with only M generators leaves

the vacuum invariant, then the number of masaless particles lfl H-M.

Of the generators given in Eq..C*.5) only G annihilates the

vacuum; however, it is possible to construct three linearly independent

generators which do_ annihilate v, viz.

S,.- V*.6)

+ afr

<3

These new generators satisfy the Lie algebra

53 '
(it. 9)

vhich clearly corresponds to a non-compact group, and in fact is S0(2,l).

We would therefore expect the number of massless fields to be 6 - 3 « 3
which agrees with the results of Sec.III. One of these is the Coldstone
boson (corresponding to the breaking of the original U(l) symmetry) and i«
given by
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z =
Ihe remaining two jaassless fields are pseudo-Goldstone fields given by

Y'=

Although everything works for this particularly simple model it is not

obvious that the massless soalars obtained in other supersymmetry theories

are pseudo-Qoldstone bosons (in the sense of VQ having a higher symmetry Q).

For Instance, one of the simplest theories with a. degenerate minimum is that

of O'Ralfeartaigh (1975). This gives rise to a (classical) potential of the

form

g

vbere s, g, m axe constants and AQ , A, > A are complex fields. It is

not at all clear vhat group of transformations, if any, V is invariant

imder.

V. THE THEOBEM

symmetry is unbroken in the tree approximation,
9)the one-loop dorrect ions are added

We wish tc prove that In a super symmetric theory for which super-

It remains unbroken when

We first observe that since there is

no supersymnietry breaking in the tree approximation we can use the superfields

directly to construct Feynman graphs [Capper (1975a), Capper and Leibbrandt

(1975b), Delbourgo (1975)]. For instance,In the example given in Sec.II,

since F are tr ivially zero classically, we can make the field translations

such that

O ± > - 0 . (5,i)

The condition

M 2 - UJ2 + £ - ° 15.2)

is then sufficient to eliminate a l l terms linear ir. the fields from the

Lagrangian (2.1). Returning now to generalities, i t can be shown (see

Appx.A) that in certain supersyremetric theories a l l loop diagrams whose

external lines (if any} carry zero momentum (and have F+ = 0) are

identically zero. Hence, imposing the classical field equations alvays makes

V. vanish and any pseudo-Goldstone bosons present cannot acquire a mass.

Possibly some kind of non-perturbatlve approach might remove the degeneracy

in the minimum, otherwise we would have a rather strange theory with more

arbitrary constants than were in the original lagrangian.

VI . CONCLUSION

Supersymmetry theories seem to be plagued by massless particles

eorrespondirg to physically inequivalent degenerate vacuums (Salem and

Strathdee 1975b, 1975c , Browne et a l . 19T5 , O'Saifeartaigh 1975 ,

Capper 1975c) . In the simple model discussed in this paper the ntssleas

particles are strictly a pseudo-Golds tone phenomenon but the somewhat

complicated nature of the potential in other models has so far prevented us

from identifying the group involved. Furthermore, as we have demonstrated,one-

loop corrections will not remove these "pseudo-Scldstone" bosons if the

supersymmetry is unbroken, and even if i t is broken they can sometimes turn

out to be tachyonic.
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APPENDIX A

I t hftB previously 156611 argued (Zumino 1975, Ferrara and Piguet 1975)

that vacuum graphs vanish in certain supersyrametric theories. Here ve out-

line a proof, baaed on the. technique of supergraphs (Capper 1975 • Capper and

Leibhrendt 1975, Delhourao 1975!, that all loop diagrams vlth only zero-

momentum scalar ( i .e . independent of 6) Ijjnes attached vanish identically.

So far the only supe.rfi«lds that have proved useful in constructing

interesting theories have been gauge fields ¥(x,Q) and chiral fields

t+(x,6). If we construct Feynman diagrams directly out of superfields ( i .e .

supergraphs) then one uses propagators of the generic type

(A.I)

(A.2)

and In a suitable gauge (Terrara and Piguet 1975 and Honerkamp et al. 1975)

U.3)

where

6,

With the vertices are associated 6 derivatives (the D operators of

Eq. (2. l) ) . There are tvo derivatives at a vertex obtained from an interaction

containing only + or - type chiral fields and four derivatives for a nore

general vertex. We first note that 5 . 9._ in the 9 space and CSjaG..}

in 6 space act like $ - functions and therefore propagators such as

Eqa.(A.l) and (A.3) vill simply Join together points In 8 space and in-

troduce a factor like 1/p in momentum space. ThuB the 8 space structure

of diagrams reduceB to a series of +- propagators (see Fig.l) and ve nay

confine our attention to diagrams consisting of loops of +- propagators with

a 6 structure of the form

-IV

«-].-
As was argued previously (Capper and Leibbrandt 1975b), such exponentials can

be expressed entirely in terms of 6 Cor alternatively 6~) differences.

Suppose there are n + type vertices in a diagram, then the 6 dependence,,

which only appears as an exponential, can be expressed in terms of n + - 1

linearly independent differences 6 . On expansion of the exponential,a

majdmua of 2(n - l) terms of the type 6* are obtained due to the properties
+ 3.J

of Majorana spinors (see, for Instance,Capper 1975a). But there are 2n+

8 derivatives associated vith the n+ + type vertices and hence all such

diagrams are identically zero. This proof assumes,of course,that the theory

has been suitably regularized and that the diagrams were in 'any eaBe no more

than logarithmically divergent. We note that the proof applies directly

to multiloop diagrams and is not limited to single loops.
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AFPHSDIX B

The massive ease

We vish to discuss briefly the massive case vhich may be obtained by

adding a term of the form

** t+ + $_ t* . (B.I)

This results in precisely the model considered by Fayet and Iliopoulos (197^).

However, the »»ssive case. iB radically different from the jnassless one in that

the lastntimiK it act degenerate (?Q is not invariant under a larger group 5)

and supersywmetry is_ broken. The reason for this discontinuity can be seen

graphically by examining Fig.2,in which for simplicity the fields A+ and

A are considered real.

- 1 5 -
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FOOTNOTES

1) For on in t roduc t ion t o supersymmetry ve r e f e r t h e reader to the

reviews of Zumlno (.197^1 and Salam and Strathaee (1975&) .

2) For the general technique see Coleman ana Weinberg (19731 and S.

Weinberg (1973).

3) In Weinberg's paper his pseudo-floldstone bosons always seen to

acquire a real mass. Unfortunately, in a large number of supersynanetry

nodeIs which have been investigated by Salam, Strathdee and Capper,

the one-loop corrections result in tachyonic masses for what might

be tentatively termed "pseudo-Goldstone bosons".

it) We do not impose the reality condition *+ = * . Eote that the

Lagrangian given in Eq.{2.1) is fermion—number conserving (see

Salaa and Strathdee 1975c. In Eq.(2,l) the mass term has been

excluded by hand. Other much more complicated models for which

"pseudo-Goldstone bosons" occur more naturally are listed in the

Conclusion. The massive version of Eq.(2.1) surprisingly results

in a rather different theory, which has already been discussed in

the literature (see Appx.B for more details).

5) Hote that I is defined as

Rather confusingly this is not the notation of Capper (1975a) and

Capper and Leibbrandt (1975b) vhere the minus suffix denotes

multiplication from the right by the projection operator.

6) This technique appears to be the Bame as Weinberg (1973) and is what

is required by a str ict ly perturbative approach.

T) The fac t t h a t the one-loop p o t e n t i a l becomes complex away from t h e

c l a s s i c a l minimum means t h a t the theory i s uns t ab le but t h i s does

not effect the general points ve vish to i l lustrate in Sees.IV and V.

8) The proof of GoldstDne's theorem given in Abers and Lee (l9?3) is

only directly applicable to compact groupB but can be modified to

allow for finite-dimensional representations of non-compact groups.

See also Goldstone, Salam and Weinberg (1962).

9) This theorem was originally suggested by Salam and Strathdee (private

communication).
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FIGTOE

F i g . l A t y p i c a l loop diagram cons i s t i ng of +» propagators . In

general the loop could b t p a r t of t complicated mult i loop

graph.

VQ for the mas Bless c m ,

This f igure shovs t he con t r ibu t ion a naes term makes t o V ,

so t h a t t o obta in the to^a l V. , F igs .2a and t> should

be added toge ther .

In Fig.2a the minimum i s c l e a r l y i # e « j e r a t e ( i . e . a hyperbola.)

but superimposing the mass con t r ibu t ion l i f t s up t he ends

of the hyperbola giving a wel l -def ined minimum. This

happens no mat te r hov small the maBB i s , providing I t i s

non-zero.
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